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Abstract

Replication forks in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems pause at random sites due to

depletion of dNTP pools, DNA damage, tight binding nonhistone proteins or unusual DNA

sequences and/or structures, in a mostly non-polar fashion. However there is also physiologically

programmed replication termination at sequence-specific authentic replication termini. Here, the

structure and functions of programmed replication termini, their mechanism of action and their

diverse physiological functions in prokaryotes and eukaryotes have been reviewed.
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The replicon hypothesis introduced the concepts of a unit of replication consisting of a cis-

acting replication origin (ori) and a trans-acting initiator protein which interacted with the

ori to control replication initiation. However, the model did not take into consideration

whether there might also be defined replication termini (Ter) at which replication was

completed [1].The prevailing notion at the time was that replication stopped wherever the

two divergent forks, initiated from a fixed ori, met each other on the circular chromosome.

While bacterial and certain plasmid chromosomes (e.g. of R6K) contain sequence-specific

replication termini, some other plasmids (e.g.,ColE1) and all phage chromosomes, that have

been studied so far, do not seem to have specific Ter sites [see reviews in [2-7]].

DNA replication forks can stall randomly because of various reasons such as depletion of

the dNTP pool, DNA damage, at barriers formed by certain DNA sequences or strong DNA

binding nonhistone proteins etc. [8,9]. Forks are also arrested at physiologically

programmed authentic replication termini, usually in a polar mode, to facilitate certain DNA

transactions. This latter class is the subject of this review. The first part of this review is
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focused on prokaryotic replication termination (of E. coli, B. subtilis and the plasmid R6K).

It discusses the Ter sequences, crystal structures of the corresponding terminator proteins,

their structure-function analysis, a critical evaluation of the models of polar fork arrest and

its physiological significance. The second part discusses similar points mostly from two

model eukaryotic systems namely S. cerevisiae and S. pombe, along with brief references to

fork arrest in mammalian and other systems.

Replication termination in prokaryotes

E. coli and plasmid Ter systems

The first clear evidence for a site specific terminator site(s) was uncovered in the plasmid

R6K. The plasmid has 3 ori sequences called α, β and γ that are located within a kb of each

other. The origins initiate unidirectional replication with one ori firing per molecule. From

the ori(s) located at 12 o'clock in the circular DNA, fork travel unidirectionally until

reaching the 2 Ter sites (present as inverted repeats) at 2 o'clock. Then the second fork at the

ori fires unidirectionally in the opposite direction until meeting the first one stalled at the

Ter sites. Thus, the topology of replication is sequentially bidirectional due to an

asymmetrically located Ter region with respect to the origins [10,11]. The host replication

termini were discovered shortly thereafter and were found to be located at the antipode (Fig.

1A) with respect to the ori, in the circular chromosomes [12,13]. The replication terminus

regions of R6K and of the host E. coli were cloned and sequenced [14,15]. The activity of

the replication termini in vitro was first investigated using partially fractionated cell extracts

[16] and then reconstituted with a system of 26 purified proteins [17].

Hill cloned the Tus gene of E. coli that encodes the host terminator protein [18-20]. The Tus

protein was independently identified and purified by other groups [21,22]. The protein was

shown to bind specifically to Ter sites [18,22,23]. E. coli chromosome contains two groups

of 5 Ter sites of opposite polarity that are arranged in such a way that they form a replication

trap that restricts fork arrest to the antipodal TerC region. Each cluster of 5 Ter sites of the

same polarity located on one replichore (also called chirochore). Replichore refers to each

arm of the chromosome from ori to Ter traced clockwise and anticlockwise that have

sequence polarity [see Fig.1A and [24]]. Each replichore is marked by G rich sequences

called Rag motifs that switch to polarity at the antipode (Fig.1C).

Crystal structure of the Tus-Ter system and structure- guided mutagenesis

How does a Tus-Ter complex arrest a replication fork in a polar mode? At least a partial

understanding of the mechanism of polar fork arrest came from in vitro replication work

using purified Tus supplementing a partially fractionated cell extract and a plasmid DNA

substrate containing a unidirectionally replicating ori and a Ter placed in opposite

orientations with respect to the origin. The reasoning was that since the DnaB helicase is the

main biological motor that drives the fork, in coordination with DNA polymerase, it could

be a target of the Tus-Ter complex which might have a polar contra-helicase (or

antihelicase) activity. We and others investigated this hypothesis and confirmed that Tus-Ter

complex impedes both fork movement and DnaB catalyzed duplex unwinding with the same
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polarity [25,26]. DNA polymerase I was also impeded in a non-polar fashion by Tus-Ter

and this is believed to be of a non-physiological nature [27].

In order to further uncover the mechanism of polar fork arrest the crystal structure of the

Tus-Ter complex needed to be solved. Historically, the first replication terminator protein

structure to be solved was that of the RTP apoprotein (Replication Terminator Protein) of B.

subtilis [28] followed by the crystal structure of a Tus-Ter complex of E. coli [29]. The

termination system of B. subtlis will be discussed in a following section. Tus has a bilobed

structure with its beta strands invading the major groove of the DNA that generates some

helix distortions. It looks like a saddle sitting on the longitudinal axis of Ter DNA. The

blocking and nonblocking ends of the structure are different. The blocking end has a loop

called the L1 loop that includes the residues 42 47 and 49 (Fig.2A, shown in red)).

Using yeast forward (Y2H) and reverse 2-hybrid (YR2H) analysis it was shown that point

mutations at the residues 47 and 49 caused loss of fork arrest without loss of DNA binding.

The P42L mutation, although defective in interaction with DnaB, caused some loss in Ter-

DNA binding. In contrast, the mutations at 47 and 49 were defective in both helicase and

fork arrest in vitro without suffering any detectable loss of DNA binding. Biochemical

experiments also confirmed loss of physical interactions between the Tus mutants and DnaB

[30]. Taken together, the results supported the general conclusion that there was physical

interaction between Tus and DnaB and that mutational alterations of the interacting residue

in Tus led to the loss of ability to arrest both forks and DnaB in vitro. Mutational analysis of

Tus carried out by another laboratory had originally shown that the mutations at the residue

47 and 49 showed no loss of DNA binding in vitro but impairment of fork arrest in vivo

[31,32]. These authors also concluded that Tus-Ter binding by itself could not account for

polar fork arrest.

Alternative mechanisms of polar fork arrest

At least two alternative explanations for Tus-Ter mediated polar fork arrest have been

proposed. Despite the multifaceted evidence supporting Tus-DnaB interactions discussed

above, it was persistently proposed that tight binding of Tus to Ter and not Tus-DnaB

interaction, was a critical factor in polar fork arrest [33]. A second model proposed that in

addition to Tus-Ter protein-DNA interaction, the binding of Tus with DnaB (and possibly

other components of the replisome) contributed to polar termination of forks [30]. On the

basis of a crystal structure of a forked DNA bound to Tus, it was reported that the C residue

at position 6 (model II, Fig.3A, B) flipped out and was captured by Tus. The authors

claimed that a Ter sequence, when partially unwound, up to but not including C6, and

having a flipped out C6 had a very high affinity for Tus at relatively high salt (0.2M-0.25M)

concentration as measured by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). It was further suggested

that this flipped out C6 and the partially melted DNA caused polarity of fork arrest because

helicase approaching the opposite face of Tus might not make contact with C6 until the Ter

site got completely melted, thereby dislodging Tus [33]. The authors concluded that the

physical protein-protein interaction between Tus and the replisome was not necessary fork

arrest.
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This model was critically reexamined because it had at least three significant inconsistencies

with the published evidence: (i) there is ample evidence, as discussed above, for biologically

relevant Tus-DnaB as a factor in polar fork arrest; (ii) it seemed strange that the high DNA

binding affinity of the synthetic forked DNA with a base flip out was observed only at high

salt concentrations that severely inhibit (by 75% - 85%) both helicase and DNA replication

activities in vitro, and (iii) it did not explain how Tus-Ter would arrest helicases that

progress in a 3’ to 5’ direction (e.g. priA helicase [34].

The melting-base flip out model was critically tested as shown in Fig.3C. A helicase

substrate was prepared that had a 5’-overhang and a complementary strand starting with a

3’-blunt end. The complementary strand was in 2 pieces in which a terminal 3’tailed, labeled

strand served as a reporter for measuring DnaB catalyzed melting (shown in red). The

rationale was as follows. DnaB would enter the substrate at the 5’ SS DNA end, undergo

ATP-dependent sliding from left to right so that both strands of the DNA would pass

through the central channel [35,36]. The sliding was expected to be arrested when it reached

the Tus-Ter complex present in the blocking orientation (Fig. 3C, b). However, when the

Tus-Ter was in the nonblocking orientation, the helicase was expected to slide thorough,

displace Tus from Ter and melt the downstream reporter strand (Fig. 2C; c,d). Fig.2D

provides the data that support the expected polar arrest of the sliding DnaB. Since model II

specifically requires both DNA melting and base flipping, the data in Fig.2D do not support

model II. The result was further confirmed by introducing two site-directed crosslinks just

before C6 so that no unwinding was possible beyond the X-links. The helicase was still able

to slide over the X-links and was arrested in a polar fashion by Tus-Ter. A mutant form of

Tus E49K (Fig. 2) that was defective in helicase arrest but bound to Ter with normal affinity

was able to bypass Ter in the blocking but not in the non-blocking orientation, thereby

supporting model I [36]. In summary, polar fork arrest is probably the result of not only Tus-

Ter interaction but also that between Tus-DnaB.

Physiological significance of programmed fork arrest at the antipode of a bacterial
chromosome - dimer resolution

When two replication forks meet each other at the Ter C region generating two daughter

molecules, odd numbers of crossovers between the daughter chromosomes would generate

dimers that would not be able to segregate a single chromosome into to each daughter cell.

The dimers therefore need to be resolved into monomers. This requires a specialized

recombination system in which two recombinases called XerC and XerD act at the dif site to

convert dimers back to monomers. This reaction also needs a membrane anchored protein

called FtzK that has an N-terminal membrane spanning domain and a C-terminal AAA

ATPase domain. The protein acts as a translocase, and works together with Xer C and XerD

in resolving dimers. It reverses the order of the reaction so that XerD first generates Holiday

junctions at dif that are resolved by XerC and FtzK following which the a monomeric

daughter chromosome is pushed past the septum into the daughter cell [37]. The dif site does

not work unless it has two replichores of opposite polarity on either side (Fig.1C) [24,38].

Therefore, it is understandable as to why the dif site needs to be located at or near the

antipode. The localization of FtzK at the septum at or near the dif site, dimer resolution and
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efficient segregation of the daughter chromosomes requires that the Ter sites be located

close to and around the dif locus.

What are the additional reactions necessary for the segregation of daughter molecules? It has

been suggested that the last catenated segment holding the two daughter circular

chromosomes at TerC is removed by the combined action of helicase and DNA polymerase,

resulting in two catenated, covalently closed daughters. The catenanes in E. coli and

possibly other bacteria are resolved by Topo IV rather than DNA gyrase. Although the latter

can put in negative superhelical turns into DNA, it is a very inefficient decatenator.

However, its afore-mentioned biochemical activities make it suitable for generating

substrates for topo IV [39-41] (Fig. 4A). What functions do Ter sites perform in a plasmid

replicon? It has been suggested that without the terminator site and Tus, the 3’ end a

growing DNA strand would displace the 5’ end of the same strand thereby initiating rolling

circle replication that would be detrimental to segregation of daughter molecules, as has

been reported in plasmid R1 [42].

Termination system of B. subtilis

The replication termini of B. subtilis and the terminator protein called RTP (Replication

Terminator Protein) were discovered by Wake and his collaborators [43,44] The replication

termination sequence has overlapping core (stronger RTP binding) and an auxiliary (weaker

binding) sequence. Forks approaching the core end are arrested in a polar mode (Fig.1B).

The B. subtilis chromosome contains 10 polar Ter sites present at the antipode to oriC (Fig.

1A). As in E. coli, these 10 Ter sites constitute a replication trap with Ter1 being the most

frequently used site in vivo[45]. Gel mobility shift experiments showed that each Ter site

binds to two interacting dimers of RTP in a cooperative fashion [46]. The binding of RTP to

Ter DNA causes a slight bending of the DNA and this bending might contribute to a better

fit between the protein and the cognate DNA binding site. Whether the bending also

contributes to any other biological function is not known [47].

Structure of RTP and the Replication termination mechanism

In order to address the structure-function questions and to perform structure guided

mutagenesis, we determined the crystal structure of WT apoprotein and of two mutant forms

[28,48,49]. The alpha carbon conformation of the WT and the mutant forms were compared

to make sure that the mutations did not cause any visible distortions of the WT structure.

The apoprotein structure at high resolution revealed that the protein is in a winged helix

form [28]. The DNA binding surface was modeled by using a docking program and

furthermore, by converting the protein to a chemical nuclease, its contact points in solution

on the DNA were established. Subsequent work solved, first the structure of a single dimer

bound to DNA (Fig. 2) and subsequently of two dimers binding to the overlapping core and

auxiliary sequences [50]. The latter structure confirmed the prediction made from

biochemical experiments that the two symmetrical dimers of RTP apoprotein should

generate asymmetry upon DNA binding to the core and the auxiliary sites.

The residue Y88 was identified by biochemical and crystallographic analyses to be involved

in dimer-dimer interaction and the mutant Y88F (red arrow, Fig. 2B) was unable to block
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DnaB helicase or a replication fork in an E. coli based in vitro system. The biochemical

work was greatly aided by the discovery that RTP promotes polar arrest of DnaB helicase of

E. coli and arrest forks at the cognate site when a plasmid of E. coli was replicated in vitro in

the presence of the cognate protein [51]. Interestingly, a plasmid pT181 of S. aureus that

requires the PcrA helicase and supports rolling circle replication was not arrested by RTP in

vitro [51]. Further evidence of such helicase specificity and replisome specificity was found

in vitro [34,52] and in vivo as revealed by extremely low level of fork arrest by E. coli Tus-

Ter system in vivo in B. subtilis [53].

Additional evidence supporting the conclusion that RTP-Ter interaction is not sufficient for

polar fork arrest and that interaction(s) between the protein and the helicase (or some other

component of the replisome) was provided by the observation that a GFP peptide fused to

the N-terminus of RTP retained undiminished DNA binding activity in but had very feeble

fork arrest activity in comparison with the WT protein [54]. Keeping in mind that there is

always a certain amount of fork arrest just due to DNA-protein interaction, even when the

fork approaches the permissive face of the RTP-Ter complex, the fork bypass through Ter

bound GFP-RTP fusion in the blocking orientation suggests that the GFP peptide seems to

have functioned as a molecular shield preventing direct contact between the RTP-Ter

complex and the replisome that is believed to be necessary for fork arrest.

Replication termination in eukaryotes

Since this topic has been reviewed recently at some length in another publication [5], it is

presented briefly here, with the focus on physiological activities of eukaryotic replication

termini and the cognate proteins. We will mostly discuss published results from both

budding and fission yeasts taken as model systems. The nontranscribed spacer regions of

rDNA of both budding and fission yeasts contain replication termini that arrest replication

forks moving opposite to the direction of transcription of 35S RNA. Thus, replication

emanating from the ars present in the spacer regions of rDNA to the right of the Ter sites,

are forced to proceed in the same direction as the major transcription unit [55,56](Fig. 4A).

It has been suggested that such restrictions on fork movement promotes genome stability by

preventing the collision between transcription and replication [57,58]. In budding yeast, the

twin Ter sites in the rDNA bind to a protein called Fob1, despite some sequence

dissimilarities between Ter1 and Ter2 [59,60].

Stable fork arrest at a Fob1-Ter complex (in fact at almost any strongly bound nonhistone

protein barrier), requires the activities of Tof1 (yeast equivalent of mammalian Timeless)

and interacting Csm3 (its mammalian equivalent is called TIPIN) [61-63]. How does the

Tof1-Csm3 complex ensure stable fork arrest at Ter ? We have reported that Tof1 and Csm3

counteract the activity of the Rrm3 helicase that tends to remove nonhistone proteins from in

front of forks [64](Fig.5). Consistent with this observation, double mutants tof1rrm3 or

csm3rrm3 restored at least partially fork arrest at Ter [61]. That the restoration was not

complete may b due to the ability of the replicative helicase MCM2-7 to cause some protein

displacement at Ter. This result, first obtained by the analysis of 2D gels has since been

confirmed by independent methods [65,66]. Although Tof1 and Csm3 form a trimeric

complex with Mrc1 [67], the latter is not required for stable fork arrest [61].
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Other functions of Ter and Fob1 in S. cerevisiae

The existence of ~200 tandem copies of rDNA in chromosome XII of S. cerevisiae would

tend to make it particularly susceptible to recombination leading to nonphysiological

increase and decrease in rDNA repeats. To control such unwarranted and toxic

recombination, yeast cells have developed a mechanism called rDNA silencing. A protein

complex consisting of Net1, Sir2, CDC14, Lrs4, Csm1 and Tof2 called RENT (Regulator of

Nucleolar Silencing and Telophase exit) delivers the NAD-dependent histone deacetylase

Sir2 to the Ter site and to the promoter region of 35S rRNA encoding region. Net1

physically interacts with Ter bound Fob1and delivers Sir2 on to DNA near Ter. It also

delivers Sir2 to the promoter region of 35S DNA by interaction of Net1 with a subunit of

RNA pol I (Fig. 6) [68-70]. Sir2 causes silencing of RNA pol II but not of pol I or pol III in

the rDNA array. A bidirectional promoter called Epro is repressed by the rDNA silencing. In

the absence of Sir2 two transcripts are initiated from Epro (catalyzed by RNA pol II) that

sweep cohesin molecules present all over the nontranscribed spacer region of the rDNA

repeats to either ends (Fig. 6) [71]. In the absence of the restraining chromatid bundling

activity of the ring shaped cohesin, interrepeat recombination occurs causing gain or loss of

rDNA repeats from the array. Sir2 antagonizes this recombination without impairing

intrarepeat recombination [72]. The intrarepeat recombination probably corrects errors

caused by mutations whereas the interrepeat one causes reduction of rDNA repeat number in

slowly growing cells and its expansion in fast growing cells. The interrepeat recombination

that requires fork arrest by Fob1 and can be conveniently investigated by introducing a

plasmid containing the Ter site and regions including the bipolar Epro promoter. In a Δsir2

strain, the plasmid integrates into the rDNA with high frequency and can be visualized and

measured in quantitative Southern blots (Fig. 6C)[65,73].

An important biological consequence of interrepeat repeat recombination is excision of

rDNA circles from the rDNA array in senescent and aging cells presumably because of a

deficit in the concentration of Sir2 in the nucleolus. The circles accumulate in the mother

cell leading to its replicative aging. Presumably the episomal DNA acts as parasites that

compete with the chromosomes resources needed for DNA transaction [74,75]. The

recombination also requires fork arrest by Fob1 that leads to recombinogenic ds DNA

breaks at Ter. It has been suggested that the formation of rDNA circles is a yeast-specific

aging mechanism and that there are other pathways of aging that involve the kinases called

Tor and Sch9 that control aging by controlling caloric uptake – an aging mechanism that

yeast shares with other systems [76].

Fob1 also acts as a repressor of the FEAR (CDC Fourteen Early Anaphase Release network

that controls the first release of the CDC14 phosphatase, sequestered in the RENT complex,

into an active form that promotes escape from anaphase. Fob1 forms a complex with Spo12

and keeps it sequestered in an inactive form as a part of the RENT complex. Cell cycle

dependent phosphorylation causes Spo12 that is needed for escape from mitosis, causes it to

dissociate from Fob1. Phosphorylation of the Net1 protein also causes release of CDC14

that eventually leads to activation of the MEN (Mitotic Escape Network) pathway and

escape from mitosis [77]. Therefore, Fob1 is a negative regulator of the FEAR pathway.
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Replication termination in fission and other systems: Replication

termination in fission yeast and in other systems

Unlike S. cerevisiae that has only one known terminator protein called Fob1, S. pombe is

known to have 3 such proteins. One called Reb1 binds to the cognate sites located in the

spacer regions of rDNA and elsewhere on the 3 chromosome, Sap1 that binds to Ter1 in the

rDNA spacers [78-80] and Rtf1 that binds to the pause element MPS1 at or near the

imprinted region that triggers mating type switching and also to an upstream Ter site (RTS1)

that prevent replication forks from entering the switching site from the wrong direction (Fig.

7).

Reb1 binds to cognate Ter sites 2 and 3 in the spacer region of rDNA [81-83] and to similar

sites present out side the rDNA, in all of the 3 chromosomes. The protein has an N-terminal

dimerization domain and internal twin myb-associated followed by twin myb domains (Fig.

4C). Recently, we have solved the crystal structure of the protein bound to its cognate DNA

(publication in preparation). Unlike Sap1 that arrests forks in a polar fashion but does not

arrest transcription, Reb1 not only arrests replication from one direction but also

transcription catalyzed by RNA pol I from the opposite direction [81]. The protein also

activates transcription by RNA pol II [84,85].

The Sap1 protein binds to the SAS1 site [86] but does not cause fork arrest [80]. Recently, it

was reported that in the absence of CenBP, replication forks stall at LTR elements and that

the stalling is caused by Sap1[87].

Using a mutated Ter site that has greatly reduced affinity for Reb1, it was shown that when

the mutated site was placed 800-100bp away from a wt site in a plasmid with an ars of S.

pombe, the wt sites looped to the mutant site and was able to rescue its function,i.e., fork

arrest. Furthermore, using the same mutant, it was shown that a Ter site on chromosome 2

was able to interact with a major Ter site and minor one located also on chromosome 1 by

“chromosome kissing”. The major and minor refer to the magnitude of interactions of the

sites with the one located in chromosome II (chr). No such interaction was detected with the

array of Ter sites located on rDNA present at both ends of chromosome III. That the

chromosome kissing between the site on chr II and chr I was physiologically relevant was

shown by mutating one of pair of sites that abolished kissing and fork arrest [88,89].

Because Reb1 is also a transcription terminator and a transcription initiator, it seems likely

that kissing interaction probably also control these additional 2 transactions.

In their very elegant work, Dalgaard and collaborators showed that the protein Rtf1 binds to

RFP1 to cause pausing of replication forks necessary for imprinting of a particular DNA

strand by incorporation of short piece of RNA. It subsequently converted to ds breaks that

induce mating type switching (Fig.6). Furthermore, Rtf1 binds to the upstream RTS1 to

arrest forks that otherwise would have invaded the imprinted site from the wrong direction,

thereby erasing the imprint. Further work by Dalgaard and coworkers revealed that fork

arrest also required three other proteins namely Swi1, Swi3 (the equivalent of Tim and

TIPIN in mammalian cells) and Rtf2 [90].[91]. That Swi1 and Swi3 also are necessary at the

3 Ter sites in each rDNA repeat but with some difference. A mutant form of Swi1 that failed
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to promote pausing at RPS1 was functional at the Ter sites of rDNA [83]. The Rtf2 is a

PCNA binding protein that promotes efficient fork arrest by preventing replication restart

[90].

Recently another pair of proteins called Lsd1 (lysine methylase) and Lsd2 (amine oxidase)

have been shown to be necessary not only for fork arrest at Ter sites but also at the pause

element at the switch locus [92].

In mammalian cells, there is a protein equivalent to Reb1 of fission yeast that also causes

fork arrest [93]. Similar protein(s) have been discovered in Xenopus that seem to be

developmentally regulated. In Xenopus oocytes no fork arrest at the rDNA Ter sites was

observed until after the midblastula transition [94].

How are the two daughter chromosomes separated from a catenated structure after

termination? In S. cerevisiae and probably also in S. pombe probably topoisomerase II is

involved in the process [95,96]. However, the helicase Pfh1 that is a Pif1 family of helicase

is necessary for daughter molecule resolution after fork arrest at a Ter site of S. pombe [97].

Future work should reveal not only additional functions of eukaryotic Ter proteins but by

utilizing the crystal structures (yet to be determined excepting for Reb1) additional insights

in to the mechanism of both replication and transcription termination is likely to be

uncovered.
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Highlights

Bullet Points

Replication Terminus is a specific sequence (s) called Ter at which replication forks are

arrested in a polar mode. Terminator proteins bind to the Ter sequences and arrest the

replicative helicase in a polar fashion. Fork arrest inn several eukaryotes are turned on as

a function of development. The terminator proteins are polar contrahelicases

(antihelicases) that anatagonize DNA unwinding in a directional mode. In the cases

where in vitro biochemical analysis has been possible to do, the terminator proteins

physically interact with the helicase and the interaction seems to play a role in fork arrest.

Replication terminators require additional proteins for stable and efficient fork arrest. The

Timeless and TIPIN class of fork protection proteins are required for polar fork arrest in

both budding and fission yeasts. The protein complex directly interacts with the MCM

helicase and DNA polymerase and enhances the catalytic activities of both. In budding

yeast, it has been shown that the corresponding proteins called Tof1 and Csm3

antagonize the activity of the Rrm3 helicase that sweeps nonhistone proteins from the

path of replication forks to facilitate fork movement. Additional proteins called Rts2 and

Lsd1 and Lsd2 are also required fork arrest,

Besides replication termination, the terminator complex and in some cases the cognate

terminator proteins promote other critical functions such as preservation of genome

stability by preventing replication-transcription collision, promotion of recombination to

preserve rDNA copy number homeostasis, escape from mitosis and cellular aging. In

fission yeast, it controls cellular development by initiation and maintenance of mating

type switching.
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Fig.1.
The TerC regions of E. coli and B. subtilis and the terminator sequences. A, the relative

locations of the Ter sites in the two TerC regions are shown including the regions encoding

the terminator proteins Tus and RTP; the TerC regions are expanded and not drawn to scale;

B, the rag sequence motifs and the polarized replicores in the TerC region of E. coli; C, the

sequences of the Ter sites of E. coli and B. subtilis with the arrows showing the ends that

arrest forks; the Ter site of B. subtilis shows the overlapping core and auxiliary sites.
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Fig.2. The crystal structures of the terminator protein-Ter complexes
A, crystal structure of the Tus-Ter complex and the residues in the L1 loop at the blocking

end that contribute to interaction with DnaB and fork arrest; B, structure of the RTP-Ter

complex showing the winged helix structure; the residues believed to interact with the

helicase namely E30 and Y33 and Y88 that contributes to dimer-dimer interaction are

shown.
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Fig.3.
The stratagem to show that a sliding DnaB helicase that does not unwind DNA is still

arrested at Tus-Ter when present in the blocking orientation. See the text for further details.
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Fig.4.
Replication termini of S. cerevisiae and S. pombe located in the nontranscribed spacer

regions of the respective rDNA. A, structure of the rDNA of S. cerevisiae; the I and E

elements present in cis promote recombination at ectopic sites; the twin Ter sites bind to the

terminator protein Fob1; expanded view of Ter1 and Ter2, the latter contains an inverted

repeat that binds to Fob1, the preceding AT-rich region and the succeeding ~20 bp are also

needed for fork arrest; C, Ter sites of the spacer region of the rDNA S.pombe; Ter1 arrests

replication moving from right to left by forming a complex with Sap1, both Ter2 and Ter3

bind to Reb1 that arrests replicati9on proceeding from right to left and pol I catalyzed

transcription proceeding from the left to the right, both in a polar mode; fork arrest at RFP 4

is believed to be caused by collision between transcription and replication; D, sequences of

Ter sites recognized by Fob1, Reb1 and Sap1.
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Fig.5.
Diagrams showing the mode of action of Tof1 and Csm3, that antagonize the action of the

helicase Rrm3 to promote stable fork arrest in S. cerevisiae. The diagrams explain how forks

are arrested in the WT, allowed to pass through by the unfettered action of Rrm3 when

either tof1 or csm3 have been inactivated and partial restoration of fork arrest when both

rrm3 and tof1 (or csm3) have been inactivated. See text for details.
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Fig.6.
Recombination between repeats of S. cerevisiae rDNA is controlled by silencing of the

rDNA region by loading of the RENT complex at two sites-at Ter by interaction of RNT1

with Fob1 and at the promoter region by interaction wiyth RNA pol I. A, loading of the Sir2

histone deacetylase by the RENT complex, B, the bidirectional E pro promoter is turned on

when Sir2 is missing or is present at a low concentration and transcription displaces cohesin

from the rDNA permitting subsequent interrepeat recombination, C, interrepeat

recombination is easily measured by the integration frequencies (and excision) of the

circular DNA with the ectopic Ter sites into (or out of) the rDNA array.
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Fig.7.
Diagram showing the mating type switch region of S. pombe. The terminator protein Rtf1

binds to both the pause site (MPS1) that is necessary for imprinting of the lagging strand of

the DNA and also to RTS1 where fork arrest of the fork moving from left to right is arrested

to prevent erasure of the imprint. SAS1 is the binding site for Sap1 that promotes the

switching but does not arrest forks; H1 and H2 are boundary elements.
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